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Growing up in a military family in Samarkand, Uzbekistan, Shuhrat Kessikbayev immigrated to
Russia shortly before the fall of the Soviet Union. His parents encourage him and his brother to
embrace all that was Russian, so it wasn't until his teens when he learned to embrace his Uzbek
heritage. Kessikbayev and his brother followed in their father's footsteps and enrolled in the
military. Showing an aptitude for science at an early age, the military honed Kessikbayev's
interest in mechanical engineering and trained him to be a mechanist. Kessikbayev applied
these skills in numerous engineering projects which landed him a spot in the coveted weapon
testing brigade at Alabino firing range near Moscow. During his time in the 27th Motor Rifle
Brigade he excelled as a sharpshooter and has extensive weapon knowledge. Kessikbayev was
also known to be a member of the Spetsnaz , however, all operation details have remained
classified. Kessikbayev's brother also went missing at an unknown point though the details of
his disappearance also remain classified. Developing his own weapon and his ability to
improvise in the field with scrap materials and minimal tools made Kessikbayev a legend among
his fellow recruits. Despite this, Kessikbayev's methods of breaking down enemy defenses has
been seen as reckless by others. In , Kessikbayev had an altercation with SDU Operator Siu
"Ying" Mei Lin , who considered him to be a "questionable asset" due to believing that he had a
disregard for civilian lives. Over the next five years, Kessikbayev readily made himself available
in team planning and execution of numerous operations against the White Masks. At one point,
Kessikbayev was engaged for two years but later called the wedding off due to wanting to take a
different path in life. At the end of the session, Kali asked Kessikbayev why he hesitated in
firing. Kessikbayev explained that Apha "Aruni" Tawanroong was in his line of fire. Kessikbayev
requested to tag along with them to see the equipment which Kali agreed to. Kali explained that
it was rated to absorb or deflect most conventional high-caliber rounds. She also stated that it
was light weight, increased reaction time, reduced muscle strain, and was sealed against the
majority of biological and chemical weapons. Kessikbayev asked Kali if the equipment was
Rainbow compliant and was told it was "more or less". Kessikbayev reminded Kali that she was
supposed to wear her uniform for the Six Invitational. Kali dismissed Kessikbayev's comment,
saying that the Masterframe would be her uniform and that it was only the beginning.
Kessikbayev is an expert tinkerer and a master craftsman, more at ease with the workings of
machines than those of people. His gruff demeanor and curt speech should not be mistaken for
misanthropy. He possesses a strong moral conviction. To say that Specialist Shuhrat "Fuze"
Kessikbayev is restrained does not give the full picture. I was reminded of my grandmother's
phrase: "talking to him was like pulling teeth. I wouldn't say that he's difficult. He's quite
pleasant and hospitable. But he is It took some work but we finally managed to have a revealing
conversation. Kessikbayev is quiet except with Specialist Timur "Glaz" Glazkov. When he does
speak, people tend to hang off his every word. Field reports mention that Kessikbayev readily
makes himself available in team planning but often falls into a cone of silence during
operations. It's critical that he maintains communications with his team, otherwise there may be
further altercations such as the one with Specialist Siu Mei "Ying" Lin regarding civilian
casualties. This is doubly critical given some of our operators come from units with "zero
casualty" rules. It was necessary to address past reports about Kessikbayev's recklessness, so
I asked him to describe an operation from his point of view. His objective, he explained, is to
break down the defense as efficiently as possible, but insists he isn't careless. It's clear that his
creative engineering skills are a critical asset. He's highly intelligent and calculating. While
hard-hitting, Kessikbayev does possess good situational awareness. I suggested that he
concentrate on improving this during future ops. I was unable to ascertain any details about his
brother who is allegedly MIA. That file remains classified. However, I did manage to get
Kessikbayev to open up a bit about his personal life. He was engaged for two years but the
wedding was called off after he decided it was "not the road to take. I asked him to elaborate on
the experiences, but in his typical understated way he simply replied, "It was interesting. It
proved to be an effective means of clearing a room, dealing the most damage to hostiles while
keeping the Operator relatively safe. The "Matryoshka" can be anchored either vertically or
horizontally. Once deployed, the piston burrows through walls or floors, dispersing live cluster
grenades while spinning to deal the most damage from any directions. The "Matryoshka" is
most useful in conditions where collateral damage is not a concern. Not recommended for
hostage extractions, or in areas where there is a high risk of friendly fire. I'll admit I'd already
jumped on the device evaluations even before I received the official request. No surprise there,
right? I was already familiar with the Matryoshka, having studied its trigger mechanism in
relation to my Brimstone Charge. The mechanical assembly is modeled after aerial bomb fuzes
when detonation is tied to a fuze with an integrated firing pin. It's less sophisticated than my
Brimstone, but it doesn't need that to be effective. Clearing rooms and flushing out defenders is
its primary function and I'd say it operates as designed. It actually has a benefit in that some

targets are terrified of the boom. Shuhrat obviously understands the importance of classical
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of printing, there may be minor discrepancies between your motorcycle and this manual. Any
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Maximum load: been specifically designed for use on create instability due to improper kg lb
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page 8. Shock absorber assembly rebound damping force adjusting screw page 2. Front fork
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page 3. Multi-function meter unit page 5. Right handlebar switches page 6. Brake lever page 7.
Throttle grip page Page Instrument And Control Functions Do not expose any key to exces- a
Yamaha dealer to have them re-reg- sively high temperatures. Do not use the key with the red
Do not place any key close to bow for driving. The hazard lights and turn signal lights can be
turned on, but all other electrical systems are off. If the warning light does not come on for a few
seconds, then go off, have a Yamaha dealer check the electrical cir- cuit. Go ahead with riding. If
the warning light does not come for a few seconds, then go off, have a on for a few seconds,
then go off, have Yamaha dealer check the electrical cir- 1. Clock a Yamaha dealer check the
electrical cuit. In that case, push the the stopwatch. Coolant temperature display 1. Air intake
temperature display The coolant temperature display indi- The air intake temperature display
indi- cates the temperature of the coolant. Page 25 If the right display indicates any error ror
code. If the right display indicates error code ECA This setting whether or not the indicator light
1. Contact a Yamaha dealer for firm the selected engine speed. To cancel the turn signal
Handlebar switches lights, push the switch in after it has re- turned to the center position. Brake
lever 1. Brake pedal 2. In addition, the key cannot be removed if the cap is not properly closed
and locked. If knocking or pinging oc While holding the key in that posi- EAU 3. Pass one of the
other snap hooks Helmet holding cable tion, lift the front of the passenger of the cable through
the helmet seat and pull it forward. To obtain a precise adjustment, This shock absorber
assembly is each fork leg in direction a. Page 39 To increase the compression damping Always
have a Yamaha dealer entire adjustment range. To obtain a force and thereby harden the
compres- service the shock absorber. This system boosts engine under the passenger seat.
Page 42 5. Push the start switch. Does the engine start? The neutral switch may be defective.
The motorcycle should not be ridden until checked by a Yamaha dealer. With the engine still
running: 6. Move the sidestand up. Keep the clutch lever pulled. Vital components can start to
deteriorate quickly and unexpectedly, even if the vehicle remains unused for example, as a
result of exposure to the elements. Any damage, fluid leakage or loss of tire air pressure could
have serious consequences. Always make sure Never ride with the sidestand Yamaha dealer
check the electrical cir- that there is adequate ventila- down. Page Tips For Reducing Fuel
Consumption If any engine trouble should oc- result in engine overheating must be lights or at
railroad crossings. Page Periodic Maintenance And Minor Repair If you are not familiar with
mainte- certain maintenance work correctly. NOTE: If you do not have the tools or experi- ence
required for a particular job, have a Yamaha dealer perform it for you. Page Periodic
Maintenance And Lubrication Chart From km mi , repeat the maintenance intervals starting from
km mi. Items marked with an asterisk should be performed by a Yamaha dealer as they require
special tools, data and technical skills. Remove the bolts, quick fasteners, to be removed to
perform some of the and quick fastener screw. Quick fastener screw 1. Quick fastener 1.

Cowling A 2. Quick fastener 2. Cowling B 3. Remove the forward-most projec- tion from the slot,
slide the cowling forward, and then remove the re- maining projections from the slots as shown.
Fit the projections into the slots, 3. Fit the projection on cowling A into slide the cowling
rearward, and the hole in cowling B as shown. Fit the slot in cowling C over the projection on
the front cowling. Plastic fastener 1. Panel B 2. Projection 2. Bolt 3. Wire harness To install the
panel 1. Page Checking The Spark Plugs Do not attempt to diagnose wipe off any grime from
the spark plug such problems yourself. Instead, have threads. If a spark plug shows signs of
electrode Tightening torque: Spark plug: erosion and excessive carbon or other Remove the
engine oil dipstick and Engine oil and oil filter car- wipe it clean, insert it back into the tridge
hole without screwing it in , and The engine oil level should be checked then remove it again to
check the before each ride. Page 62 NOTE: and drain bolt to drain the oil from An oil filter
wrench is available at a the crankcase. Yamaha dealer. Apply a thin coat of engine oil to the
O-ring of the new oil filter car- tridge. Bolt 2. Page Coolant If the oil level warning light flickers
EAU or remains on, immediately turn the To check the coolant level engine off and have a
Yamaha dealer 1. Place the vehicle on a level sur- check the vehicle. Place a container under the
engine to collect the used coolant. Remove the radiator cap. Coolant drain bolt 1. If Coolant
drain bolt: coolant is leaking, have a Yamaha If coolant is not available, use 10 Nm 1. Page Air
Filter Element The engine idling speed must be maintenance and lubrication chart. Page Valve
Clearance kPa 36 psi 2. Page 70 Tire information glass fragments in it, or if the sidewall is
weight evenly on both sides. TR Valve core: Always make sure that the valve original caps are
securely installed to prevent air pressure leakage. Page Cast Wheels If any damage is 2. Loosen
the locknut at the crank- found, have a Yamaha dealer re- case. Do not attempt 3. To increase
the clutch lever free Page Adjusting The Rear Brake Light Switch EAU the point that a wear
indicator almost Adjusting the rear brake light Checking the front and rear touches the brake
disc, have a Yamaha switch brake pads dealer replace the brake pads as a set. The front and
rear brake pads must be Minimum level mark brake fluid, otherwise the rubber denly, have a
Yamaha dealer Rear brake seals may deteriorate, causing check the cause. Recommended
lubricant: Lithium-soap-based grease Page Checking The Front Fork Securely support the
vehicle so that fork does not operate smoothly, damage and excessive oil leakage. To check the
operation 2. Hold the lower ends of the front 1. To charge the battery Have a Yamaha dealer
charge the bat- tery as soon as possible if it seems to have discharged. Keep in mind that the
battery tends to discharge more quickly if the vehicle is equipped with optional electrical
accessories. Page 82 4. After installation, make sure that sealed-type MF battery charg- tities of
water or milk and im- the battery leads are properly con- have a Yamaha dealer mediately call a
physician. See page If the fuse immediately blows EAU 3. Unhook the headlight bulb holder,
Replacing a headlight bulb again, have a Yamaha dealer and then remove the defective This
model is equipped with quartz bulb check the electrical system. Remove the turn signal light
lens 1. Remove the license plate light unit by removing the screw. Page Auxiliary Light 1.
Stabilize the rear of the motorcycle If the auxiliary light does not come on, by using a
motorcycle stand or, if have a Yamaha dealer check it. Page Front Wheel 4. Remove the brake
caliper on each To remove the front wheel side by removing the bolts. Securely support the
motor- cycle so that there is no danger of it falling over. Tightening torque: Brake caliper bolt:
35 Nm 3. Wheel axle 1. Turn the drive chain slack adjust- It is advisable to have a Yamaha fork
operation. Page Troubleshooting Drive chain slack adjusting bolt: self. However, should your
motorcycle 2 Nm 0. Tighten the locknuts to their speci- dealer, whose skilled technicians have
fied torque. Page Troubleshooting Charts Remove the spark plugs and check the electrodes.
The engine does not start. Have a Yamaha dealer check the vehicle. Check the battery. Battery
The engine turns over The battery is good. Page 94 Start the engine. If the engine overheats
again, have a The coolant level Yamaha dealer check and repair the cooling system. NOTE: If
coolant is not available, tap water can be temporarily used instead, provided that it is changed
to the recommended coolant as soon as possible. Be Cleaning even if high-quality components
are sure to consult a Yamaha dealer for ECA advice on what products to use be- used. Salt
sprayed on roads in the winter may be used. Test the product on a small hid- remain well into
spring. Page 97 Note that the thermally induced discoloring of the portion of the ex- Make sure
that there is no oil or Consult a Yamaha dealer for advice on haust pipe leading into the titanium
what products to use. Perform the following steps to pro- 4. Lubricate all control cables and the
Storage tect the cylinders, piston rings, etc. Page Consumer Information Record the key
identification number, vehicle identification number and mod- el label information in the spaces
pro- vided below for assistance when ordering spare parts from a Yamaha dealer or for
reference in case the vehi- cle is stolen. Page The model label is affixed to the frame under the
passenger seat. Record the information on this la- bel in the space provided. This informa- tion
will be needed when ordering spare parts from a Yamaha dealer. This manual is also suitable
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as an aggressive flanker and area denial Operator. His strengths allow him to dispatch
defensive capabilities and harass enemies anchored in defensive positions. Fuze's APM-6
cluster charge propels a group of explosive cluster grenades through any soft breach surface.
Growing up in a military family in Samarkand, Uzbekistan, Shuhrat Kessikbayev immigrated to
Russia shortly before the fall of the Soviet Union. From an early age Kessikbayev displayed an
aptitude for science. His interest in mechanical engineering was honed in the military where he
also trained as a machinist. Kessikbayev has applied these skills in numerous engineering
projects, including his own weapon, and his ability to improvise in the field with scrap materials
and minimal tools has made him a legend among his fellow recruits. This is one of the key
reasons he is an asset to Rainbow Operations. During his time in the 27th Motor Rifle Brigade
he excelled as a sharpshooter and has extensive weapon knowledge. Deployment within the
Spetsnaz is confirmed, however, all operation details remain classified. Kessikbayev is fluent in
Uzbek, Russian, Ukrainian, and English. But he isâ€¦ contained. It took some work but we finally
managed to have a revealing conversation. When he does speak, people tend to hang off his
every word. Field reports mention that Kessikbayev readily makes himself available in team
planning but often falls into a cone of silence during operations. It was necessary to address
past reports about Kessikbayev's recklessness, so I asked him to describe an operation from
his point of view. While hard-hitting, Kessikbayev does possess good situational awareness. I
suggested that he concentrate on improving this during future ops. I was unable to ascertain
any details about his brother who is allegedly MIA. That file remains classified. However, I did
manage to get Kessikbayev to open up a bit about his personal life. Fuze is good for more than
just killing defenders. His cluster charge can destroy all gadgets placed in a defensive
stronghold. If you can get above a hallway or room full of barbed wire, traps or defenders, your
cluster charge will shoot small charges that will guarantee an easier entry later in the round.
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Defenders have a few seconds to get away or take cover from the damage of the APM-6 cluster
charge. They will often take the shortest route. Be ready with a line of sight and pick them off
one by one as they run to safety - strong to counter anchor players in predictable spots. The
cluster charge might seem chaotic, but it's more predictable than you think - it will always
disperse in a fan like pattern, starting from left to right. How you place it in will greatly impact
the spread and area covered by the Cluster - experiment with this and learn to cover as much
ground as possible. Ubisoft Logo An illustrated Ubisoft logo with Ubisoft title. Back Arrow Left
Black arrow pointing left. Buy Now. Game Info Learn Operators Maps. Year 5 Pass. Presentation
Loadout Biography Gameplay Tips. Show Elite Skin. Loadout Primary Weapon AK Ballistic
Shield. Secondary Weapon PMM. Gadget Breach Charge. Unique Ability Cluster Charge. Real
Name. Date of Birth. Place of Birth. Visit Other Social Channels.

